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Abstract 
For two bipartite graphs G = (L, R; E) and G' = (L', R'; E') a bijection f :  LwR --* L'uR' such 
that f(L) = L' is called hi-placement when f(u)f(v)~E', for every edge uv ~ E (then G and G' are 
called hi-placeable). 
We give new sufficient conditions for bipartite graphs G and G' to be bi-placeable. When 
As(G) = AR(G') = 1 (i.e. when all vertices of R and R' are pendent or isolated), we prove 
a necessary and sufficient condition for G and G' to be bi-placeable. 
1. Definitions and preliminaries 
Let G = (L, R; E) and G' = (L', R'; E') be two bipartite graphs. By e(G) we denote 
the size of graph G (i.e. e(G) ~E(G)[), by Ag(G) the maximum vertex degree do(x), 
when x~R and by AL(G) the maximum vertex degree de(y) when y~L.  A vertex 
x with de(x) = 1 is said to be pendent. The set L(G) = L is called the left hand side set, 
and R(G) --- R the right hand side set of bipartition of the vertex set V(G) = LwR. 
Bi-placement of G and G' is a bijection f : LwR ~ L'wR'  such that f (L )  = L' and 
f (u)f (v)¢E'  for every edge uv ~ E. It is clear that if f : LwR --* L 'wR' is a bi-placement 
of G and G' then f - I : L 'wR '~LuR is a bi-placement of G' and G. If there is 
a bi-placement of G and G' then we say that G and G' are bi-placeable. 
The notion of bi-placeability of bipartite graphs appeared in [3]. To say that G and 
G' are bi-placeable is equivalent o saying that the bipartite graph G = (L, R; E) is 
a subgraph of the bipartite graph G' = (L', R'; E') in the sense of [2] (where E' = {xy: 
x ~ L', y ~ R', xy~E'}). The problem of existence of a matching or a hamiltonian cycle 
in a bipartite graph is, in fact, a problem of bi-placeability of some bipartite graphs. 
In 1938, Richard Rado [5] generalized P. Hall's marriage theorem proving a very 
general result which may be formulated in the following way (cf. I-2, 4, 5]). 
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Theorem 1.1. Let G = (L, R; E) and G' = (L', R' ; E') be two (p, q)-bipartite graphs, such 
that L= {aba2, ...,av} and L '= {a'ba'2 . . . .  ,a'p}. Then a bi-placin9 f : L•g- ,  
L' wR' of G and G' such that f (ai) = a'i exists if and only iffor any nonempty subset B c R 
~_) 0 NG(ai) + (-] U Nw(a'i) ~< q. (1) 
b~B ai~.N~(b) beB a~: ai • NG(b) 
Bi-placeability of bipartite graphs may be considered also as an analogon of 
packing of graphs (see [1, 6]). 
If ILl = p and IRI = q the graph G is said to be (p, q) - -  bipartite graph. For 
bipartite graphs G and G' define the following parameter: 
e = e(G,G') = min{p - A,(G), p - AR(G'), q - AL(G), q - AL(G')}, 
the minimum deficiency of all nodes of G and G'. 
We shall now define three families of 2-subsets of (p, q)-bipartite graphs: The (p, q)- 
bipartite graph SL(p, q) of size q and with Ar.(SL(p, q)) = q is called left side (p, q)- 
bistar, while SR(p, q) of size p, such that AR(SR(p, q)) = p is right side (p, q)-bistar. F1 is 
the family of(p, @bipartite graphs {G, G'} such that G = SL(p, q) and dw(x') > 0 for 
every vertex ' of L' (see Fig. 1) or G = SR(p, q) and dw(y') > 0 for every vertex y' of R'. 
The family F2 of 2-sets of (p, @bipartite graphs {G, G'} is defined as follows: 
(1) p=2,  L={a l ,  az}, da(a, )=da(a2)=2,  L'={a'~,a'2), dw(a ' l )=q-1 ,  
da,(a~) = 0 and AR(G) = AR(G') = 1 (see Fig. 2); or 
(2) q=2,  R={b, ,b2},  d~(bO=d6(b2)=2,  R'={b'bb~}, do, (b '~)=p-1 ,  
dG,(b'2) = 0 and AL(G) = AL(G') = 1. 
The family /'3 consists of one 2-set of (3,3)-bipartite graphs {G,G'}, where 
G = Kz.zWK, L1 and G' = 3Kz (see Fig. 3). 
Observe that if {G, G'} eft ,  i = 1,2,3, then G and G' are not bi-placeable. In [3] 
Fouquet and Wojda proved the following: 
Theorem 1.2. Let G and G' be two (p, @bipartite graphs, p, q >i 2, satisfying 
e(G) + e(G') <~ p + q. 
Then G and G' are bi-placeable unless {G, G'} e F1. 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
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Fig. 1. The family/'1. 
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Theorem 1.3. Let G and G' be two (p, q)-bipartite graphs, p, q >>. 2, such that 
e(G) + e(G') <~ p + q + e(G, G'). 
Then G and G' are bi-placeable unless either 
(i) e(G,G') = 0 and {G,G'}~FI, or 
(ii) e(G,G')= 1 and {G,G'}~F2uF 3. 
2. When AR(G)=As(G')=I 
The following corollary of Theorem 1.1 will be useful in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Corollary 2.1. Let G = (L, R; E) and G' = (L', R'; E') be two (p, q)-graphs such that 
t (1) L = {al, a2 . . . . .  ap}, L' = {a'l, a'2 . . . . .  ap}, 
(2) dG(al) <. da(a2) <. "" <~ d(ap), 
t (3) da'(a'l) >>- da,(a'2) >1 ... >~ da,(ap), and 
(4) AR(G) = AR(G') = 1. 
G and G' are hi-placeable, if and only if, da(ai) + dG,(a'i) <~ q, for every i = 1 . . . . .  p. 
Proof. Note that the corollary is true when p = 1, so we may assume p ~> 2. 
Sufficiency. Since all the vertices of R and R' are either isolated or pendent, for every 
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subset B of R we have Ub~n ~a,~Notb)No(at) = 0 unless B # 0 and all the vertices of 
B have a common neighbour, a~ o say. In the later case 
U N No(a,)= No(a, o) and U U No,(a;) = No,(a'~ o) 
bEB ai~Na(b) bEB ai:ai~NG(b) 
and therefore 
b~B N No(as) = do(aio) and b~B U No'(a'i) I = do'(a'io)" 
at~N~(b) a~: at ~= Na.(b) 
So the inequality (1) holds for every B c L and, by Theorem 1.1 there is a bi- 
placement f of G and G' such that f(ai) = aio, i = 1 . . . . .  p. 
To prove the necessity let us suppose that for an io, 1 ~<io ~<p, there is 
do(a, o) + do,(a'io) > q. 
Then do(at) + do,(a)) > q for io ~< i ~< p and 1 ~<j ~< io, and there is no bi-placement 
~b of G and G' such that ~b(a~) • {a[, . . . ,  a'~o}, for i •  {io . . . . .  p}. Therefore there is no 
bi-placement of G and G' at all. [] 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
In the proof we shall use five lemmas. The first one is evident: 
Lemma 3.1. Let G and G' be two (p, q)-bipartite graphs; let Xo • L( G) and let X'o • L( G') 
(respectively, Yo • R(G) and Y'o • R(G')) be such vertices that do(xo) = 0 (respectively, 
do(yo) = O) and the graphs G - Xo and G' - Xo' (respectively, G - Yo and G' - Y'o) are 
bi-placeable. Then G and G' are bi-placeable. 
We shall prove the following. 
Lemma 3.2. Theorem 1.3 holds when 2 • {p, q}. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that p = 2. 
If one of the vertices of R(G)uR(G' )  has its vertex degree equal to two, then 
e(G, G') = 0 and the lemma follows by Theorem 1.2. For the same reasons we may 
assume Ar.(G) ~< q - 1 and AL(G') <~ q - 1. 
So, let us suppose that e(G, G') = 1, 
e(G) + e(G') = p + q + 1 = q + 3 (2) 
and AR(G) = AR(G') = 1. 
Let L(G) = {a, b} and L(G') = {a', b'}. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that 
do(a) <<, do(b) and do,(b') <~ do,(a'). (3) 
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Suppose that there is no placement of G and G'. By Corol lary 2.1, we may assume 
dG(a) + dw(a') >~ q + 1 (4) 
By (2) and (4) d6(b) + dw(b') ~< 2. If d~(b) <~ 1 then (3) gives dG(a) ~< 1 and by (4), 
dG,(a') = q; contradiction with AL(G') <~ q - 1. 
So let us suppose dG(b) = 2. By (3), dG(a) ~< 2 and so (4) and AL(G') <~ q - 1 give 
d~(a) = 2, dw(a')= q-  1 and therefore {G,G'}~F2. This completes the proof  of 
Lemma 3.2. []  
Lemma 3.3. Theorem 1.3 holds for (p, q)-bipartite graphs G and G' satisfying AL(G) = 
AL(G')  = 1. 
Proof. By contradiction. 
Suppose that G and G' are not bi-placeable, R(G)= {bl, b2, ... ,bq}, R(G')= 
t f {b'l, b'2, ... ,b~}, dG(bl) <~ d6(b2) ~< "" ~< d6(bq), dw(b'a) >~ dw(b2) >t "" >~ d~,(bq). 
Then, by Corol lary 2.1, we have d6(bio) + dw(b'io) ~> p + 1 for an ioS{1 . . . . .  q}. 
(i) If io = 1 we consider three cases: 
Case 1: dG(bl)= 1. 
Then dw(b'l) = p, e(G, G') = 0 and the lemma follows by Theorem 1.2. 
Case 2: dG(bl)= 2. 
Then dw(bl) >~ p - 1, dG(bi)/> 2 for every i = 1 . . . . .  q, and e(G, G') ~< 1. So we have 
2q + p - 1 <~ e(G) + e(G') ~< p + q + 1, and therefore q ~< 2. We apply Lemma 3.2. 
Case 3: dG(bl) >>. 3. 
Then dG(bi) >/3 for every i = 2, . . . ,q  and p + 1 + 3(q -  1) ~< e(G) + e(G'). On 
the other hand, since e(G,G') <~ q - 1, e(G) + e(G') ~< p + q + q - 1. So q ~< 1, a 
contradiction. 
(ii) If 1 < io < q then 
and 
dG(bgo) + da,(b'io) >t p + 1 
da(bio+ 1) + dw(bio- 1) >1 P + 1. 
Notice that e(G) <<. p and e(G') <~ p, since AL(G) = AL(G') = 1. So, 2p ~> e(G) + 
e(G') >~ 2p + 2, a contradiction. 
(iii) If io = q we adopt the arguments used in (i). []  
The reader may easily check the following: 
Lemma 3.4. Let G and G' be two (p, q)-bipartite graphs and let u, u', v and v' be vertices 
such that u~L(G) and u' eL(G'), v~R(G) and v' ~R(G'). Then 
e(G, G') <~ e(G - u, G' - u') + 1, 
~(G, G') ~< ~(G - v, G' - v') + 1, 
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and 
c ' )  < - {u, o '  - {. ' ,  v'}) + 1. 
Lemma 3.5. Let us suppose that p and q are such that p >>. 3, q >t 3 and all (p', q')-graphs 
H and H' with p' + q' < p + q and e(H) + e(H') <~ p' + q' + s(H, H') are bi-placeable 
unless {n, n'} eF1uF2wF3. 
Let G and G' be two (p, q)-bipartite graphs satisfying e(G) + e(G') <<. p + q + 
e(G, G'), where one of the graphs G or G' contains an isolated edge ab. Then either G and 
G' are bi-placeable or { G, G' } e F1u F3 . 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G contains an isolated edge 
ab with aeL(G) and heR(G). If G' contains a left side bistar SL(p, q) or the right 
side bistar SR(p, q), then s(G, G') > 0 and the lemma follows by Theorem 1.2. So 
we may assume that G' contains two vertices a'eL(G') and b'ER(G') such that 
dw(a') +dG,(b') ~> 2 and a'b'q~E(G'). 
Let us consider the graph H = G - {a, b} and H' = G' - {a', b'}. We have 
e(n) + e(n') <<. e(G) + e(G') - 3 
<<. p + q + e(G,G') -  3 
=(p- -  1 )+(q-1)+(s (G,G ' ) - l )  
so, by Lemma 3.4, e(H) + e(H') ~ (p - 1) + (q - 1) + ~(H, H'), and therefore ither 
H and H' are bi-placeable or e(H, H ' )e  {0, 1} and {H, H'} eF1wFzuF3. 
If H and H' are bi-placeable then the same holds for G and G'. The reader may 
check that also when {H, H'}eFIuF2uF3 then G and G' are bi-placeable unless 
{G,G'}~rlur3.  [] 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By induction on n=p+q.  We have p+q~>4.  For 
e(G, G') = 0 the theorem holds by Theorem 1.2, for p + q < 6 by Lemma 3.2. So let us 
suppose that p + q i> 6, G and G' are (p, q)-bipartite graphs such that e(G) + e(G') <<. 
p + q + e(G, G') and the theorem is satisfied for every pair of (p', q')-bipartite graphs 
when p' + q' < n. We shall prove that G and G' are bi-placeable or {G, G'} ~F1uF2~)F 3. 
Let us consider two cases. 
Case 1. There is at least one isolated vertex xoeV(G)uV(G'); say xo~V(G). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that Xo e L(G). 
Let X'oeL(G') be a vertex of maximum degree in L(G'). 
We discuss two more subcases. 
Subcase 1.1. dw(x'o) >~ 2. 
Then e(G - Xo) + e(G' - x'o) = e(G) + e(G') - da,(X'o) <. p + q + s(G, G') - 2. 
By Lemma 3.4, 
e(G, G') <<. e(G - Xo, G' - x~) + 1 (5) 
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and the graphs G - Xo and G' - x~) satisfy 
e(G - Xo) + e(G' - X'o) <<, (p + q - 1) + e(G - Xo, G' - X'o). (6) 
By the induction hypothesis, either G-xo  and G ' -x~ are bi-placeable or 
{G - Xo, G' - x 'o}er lwr2vr3 .  
if G - xo and G' - x'o are bi-placeable we apply Lemma 3.1. 
I f { G - x o, G' - x ;  } e f l  w F2 u F3 we have equalities in (5) and (6). Thus do,(x ;) = 2. 
The reader may check easily that (5) becomes equality only when {G-  Xo, 
G ' -x ;}  eF1. We have then e(G, G' )= 1 and e(G-  Xo, G ' -x ; )= 0. Then either 
G-  xo = SR(p - l, q) or G' - x'o = SR(p - 1, q). 
1.1.1. If G -- Xo = SR(p - 1, q) then e(G) = p - 1, e(G') = q + 2, and there are two 
vertices in R(G') of degree two while the remaining vertices of R(G') have their degrees 
in G' equal to one. 
Since q > 2, at least one vertex of R(G'), Y'o say, is pendent. 
Let z~ be the neighbour of y~ and let youR(G)  be the center of the right 
side (p -1 ,  q)-bistar G-xo .  Then every bijection f :V (G)~V(G ' )  satisfying 
f [L (G) ]  = L(G'), f (xo)  = Z'o and f (Yo) = Y'o is a bi-placement of G and G'. 
1.1.2. So let us suppose that G' - x~ = SR(p - 1, q). 
We easily deduce that e(G)=q,  e (G ' )=p + 1, do(y )= 1 for every y~R(G) ,  
do,(x') = 1 for every x 'EL (G ' )  - {x~} and the neighbours of x~ are pendent in G'. 
Let youR(G)  and let Zo be the neighbour of Yo. 
It is clear that if do(zo) ~< q - 2 then a bi-placement of G and G' exists. 
So we may assume that every non-isolated vertex of L(G) has its degree at least 
q - 1. On the other hand, since G is not a left star SL(p, q), there are at least two 
vertices in L(G) which are not isolated, so q = e(G) >~ 2(q - 1), contradiction with 
q~>3. 
Subcase 1.2. dw(x'o)= 1. 
Then AL(G') = 1. Moreover,  we may assume that do,(x') = 1 for every x' ~ L(G'), for 
otherwise there is an isolated vertex in L(G') and, repeating the arguments of 
Subcase 1.1, we may deduce that either G or G' are bi-placeable or {G, G'}~ 
FlwF2wF3 or else AL(G) = 1 and the theorem follows by Lemma 3.3. By consequence, 
e(G') -- p. 
We may also assume that dw(y')/> 2 for every y'ER(G'):  
- -  if there is an isolated vertex in R(G') then, repeating again the arguments of 
Subcase 1.1 we prove that either G and G' are bi-placeable or {G, G'} ~FlwF2wF3 
or else AR(G) -- 1. In the latter case, e(G) <~ q, e(G') <<, p and the theorem follows 
by Theorem 1.2, 
- -  if there is a vertex of degree one in R(G') we may apply Lemma 3.5. If there is an 
isolated vertex in R(G), then repeating the arguments given above we deduce that 
either G and G' are bi-placeable, or {G, G'} ~ F1 wF2wF3. So, we may assume that 
there is no isolated vertex in R(G). 
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Using Lemma 3.3 we deduce that there is a vertex a ~ L(G) such that da(a) >1 2. 
Let us consider the (p - 1, q)-bipartite graphs F = G - a and F' = G' - x~. By 
Lemma 3.4, we have 
e(F) + e(F') <<. e(G) + e(G') - 3 <~ p + q + e(G, G') - 3 < p -  1 + q + e(F,F') 
and, by the induction hypothesis, there is a bi-placement f : L (F ' )uR(F ' )~ 
L(F)•R(F) of F' and F. Let us denote by y~ the neighbour of x~ in G'. 
If af(y'o)¢E(G) then g defined by g(x'o)= a and g(v')= f(v') for every vertex 
v' ~ L'wR' is a bi-placement of G' and G. 
So let us suppose that af(y'o)eE(G). Denote W=R(G) -No(a) .  Then 
I Wl/> ~(G, a'). Observe also that de(a) + I WI = q. 
Let ye  W and let y' be such a vertex of R(G') that f (y ')  = y. For every x'eNo,(y') 
we have f(x')f(y'o)~ E(G), since otherwise h defined by h(x') = a, h(x'o) = f(x') and 
h(v') = f(v') for every v 'eLwR - {x', X'o} is a bi-placement of G' and G. Therefore 
do-a(f(Y'o)) >1 2[ W] and 
p + q + e(G, G') >i e(G) + e(G') >>. de(a) + do-a(f(Y'o)) + INo(W)I + p 
>>. de(a) + 21WI + INo(W)l + p/> q + ~(a, G3 + ING(W)I + P. 
Hence the vertices of W are isolated in G, a contradiction in finishing the proof of 
Case 1. 
Case 2. Neither G nor G' has an isolated vertex. 
We may assume that p ~< q from now on. In the set R(G) and in the set R(G') there 
are vertices of degree 1, say b ~ R(G) and b' s R(G'), since otherwise (G) + e(G') >>, 3q, 
a contradiction. 
We shall consider two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1. There is a bi-placement ~b :G - b -o G' - b' of G - b and G' - b'. Let 
us denote by a the neighbour of b in G and by a' the neighbour of b' in G'. 
(i) If q~(a) ~ a' then q~ extends easily to a bi-placement of G and G', with b mapped 
to b'. 
(ii) Suppose that ~b(a) = a'. 
We may suppose that 
do-b(a) + do,-b,(a') <~ q -- 2. 
In fact, otherwise e(G)+e(G ' )>>. (q -1 )+2+2(p-1)=2p+q-1 ,  hence 
e(G,G')>>.p-1 and therefore AR(G)=AR(G')= 1; the theorem follows by 
Lemma 3.3. 
Thus there is a vertex v '~R(G ' ) -  No,(a')-  ~b[No(a)] and a vertex v~R(G) -  
No(a). We define a bi-placing ~k of G and G' in the following way: 
{ ~b(x) for x4b ,  v, i f (x)= b' for x=v,  
v' for x=b.  
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Subcase 2.2. There is no bi-placement of G - b and G' - b'. 
We have by Lemma 3.4, 
e(G - b) + e(G' - b') = e(G) + e(G') - 2 <<. p + (q - 1) + e(G, G') - 1 
~<p+(q-1)+e(G-b ,G ' -b ' ) ,  
so, by the induction hypothesis {G -b ,  G' - b'} ~ F IwF2uF3 .  
Very easy inspection of all possible cases leads us to a contradiction with the facts 
that G and G' have no isolated vertex and p, q >/3. This contradiction ends the proof 
of Theorem 1.3. [] 
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